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Chapter 4 - Simulation results
4.1 Network coding analyzed by altering the network
In this chapter we present the simulation results of various network configurations and topologies in
order to illustrate the effect of these parameters on network coding.

4.1.1 Data speeds varying
This section focuses on the effect the data rate of the nodes has on network coding. Our standard
benchmark network described in section 3.2.3 was used with all parameters of the network left
unchanged, except for the data speed of all the nodes. One would expect the data speed itself to
have no direct influence on the amount of network coding that happens, because the network
coding is only dependent on the order in which node 3 receives frames, and not the rate at which it
receives them. However' if there is more contention for the channel in the network, the source
nodes would fare better at sending frames interchangeably, because the sessions the nodes
establish and transmit will be shorter. The more the nodes send frames interchangeably, the more
opportunities there would be for network coding in the network. More contention for the channel
could be expected at lower data speeds. Since the applications are kept unchanged, the same
number of frames has to be sent no matter the data speed of the nodes. If one lowers the data
speed to an extent that the network will become satiated (there simply is not enough bandwidth
available for the data that needs to be transmitted), the applications would constantly attempt to
send the data through the occupied wireless channel. Contention on the channel in our test network
creates interference due to the hidden node problem, as explained in section 3.2.3.2.3. When there
is interference on the channel, both parties responsible for the interference have to back off and try
to reconnect (section 2.2.2.1 explains the back-off algorithm). The contention thus creates more
opportunities for the servers to send interchangeably, which in turn cause more frames to be
network coded.

The data speed of all the nodes in the network was changed uniformly to see the effect thereof on
the network and network coding. The following figures show the total number of frames received by
both receiving nodes. Since all frames sent in the network are destined for both these nodes, the
number of frames they receive should be exactly the same. From the figures it can be seen that
there are slight differences in the data received by the nodes due to losses in the network. The effect
of the losses at different data speeds can be seen, and the effect of network coding is then also
discussed.
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Figure 4-1: Throughput comparison of receiving nodes using data transmission speed of 54Mbps
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Figure4-2: Throughput comparison of receiving nodes using data transmission speed of lMbps
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As the data speed decreases the throughput of the two receiving nodes start to differ more. If the
data speed becomes so low that there is not enough bandwidth to forward all the data requested by
the applications, the network will become satiated. This effect can be seen when the data speed
goes below 5.5Mbps.

Data rate of all nodes
for simulation.

Average
Network
coded data sent by
node 3
1990.49 bps

77303.2 bps

2.57%

36 Mbps

2487 bps

78437.46 bps

3.17%

12 Mbps

3092.92 bps

77458.23 bps

3.99%

5.5 Mbps

4652.762 bps

74620.33 bps

6.24%

2 Mbps

2985.922 bps

49587.15 bps

6.02%

3270.307 bps

47855.52 bps

6.83%

54 Mbps

1 Mbps

Average Total
sent by node 3

data

Percentage of
network coded

data

Table 4-1: The effect of vary1ng data rates on network codmg

From the table it can be seen that as the data speed in the network decreases, the percentage of
data that is network coded increases. This is because the network becomes more satiated as the
data rates decreases. The reason there are more network coding opportunities with a satiated
network is because there is more contention for the channel as both sending nodes constantly try to
send data, but needing more time to do so since they both take longer to send the same amount of
data at a slower data rate. Contention is beneficial for network coding since the nodes will take turns
sending data more frequently. As explained earlier, the more frequently the sending nodes take
turns to send, the more opportunities there are for network coding.

4.1.2 Varying Topologies
In the following experiments, the topology of the standard network was changed to see its effect on
network coding. The results from our standard network which uses a high connectivity bow-tie
network were used as the standard with which we compared the results from a low connectivity
bow-tie network, and a butterfly network.

4.1.2.1 Low connectivity bow-tie network:
A normal bow-tie network has the same connectivity as a high connectivity bow-tie network, except
that the two sending (nodes 1 and 2) and receiving nodes (nodes 4 and 5) do not have connectivity
in a normal bow-tie network. To accentuate this difference we will refer to the normal bow-tie
network as a low connectivity bow-tie network from now on. The following figure gives a graphical
representation of the low connectivity bow-tie network we used.
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•
Figure4-3: low connectivity bow-tie netwo-rk

This network has less connect ivity th an the high connectivity bow-tie network, because there is no
conn ectivity between nodes 1 and 2, and 4 and 5. Th ere should be less interferen ce due to the
hidd en node problem at nodes 1, 2, 4 and 5 because the se nodes have less connectivity than that of
the high con nectivity bow-tie network. The connectivity of node 3 however stays the same, and all
the data sen t in the network has to go through node 3 in order t o multicast to all the receiving
node s. Supposition: the num ber of frames node 3 can forward form s a bottleneck in the network
bec ause the network probably will not perform better. Node 3 still has connectivity with all the
node s in the network, and if two fram es clash at nod e 3, a collision message will still be spread
through the whole network, so the fact that node 3 still has the same connectivity as in the high
conn ectivity network nu llifies the fact that the low con nectivity network has less conn ectivity as a
whole. The results for th ese two variants of the bow-tie network are thu s expected to be the same.
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Figure4-4: Throughput oftwo receiving nodes
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Figure 4-5: The total amount of data received by node 4, with the data sent from nodes 3 and 1
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The simulation result from this network shows figures matching that of the high connectivity bow-tie
network for both the average through put and total amount of network coding done in the network.
The results suggest that our hypothesis was correct; the behaviour is identical to the high
connectivity network; the connectivity is the determining factor for the maximum through put the
network can achieve. The amount of network co ding that happens in the network is identical to that
of the high connectivity network.

4.1.2.2 Butterfly network:
The no de configuration used in the standard no de was again used for the experiments of this
section. The topology in which the no des were arranged, was changed to a butterfly topology. This
topology is shown in Figure 4-6•
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/

Figure 4-6: A butterfly network

The butterfly network was designed so that no des 1 and 2 are source nodes and no des 5 and 6
receiving no des. No des 1 and 2 each individually multi cast data to both no des 5 and 6. No de 3
serves as a forwarding node for data passing from no de 1 to 6 and from node 2 to 5. No de 3
opportunistically network co des data received from no des 1 and 2. No de 4 serves only as a
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fo rwardi rg no de, simply passing on all data received from no de 3 to nodes 5 and 6. The exact same
FTP applications were used in the butterfly network than those used in the bow tie networks.

No des 3 and 4 collectively perform the same tasks as no de 3 in the bow-tie networks. This means
that the same bottleneck that was discussed for the bow-tie networks is likely to cause no increase
in either through put or network coding for the butterfly network. The factthat there are two nodes
in the butterfly network rather than a single node as in the bow-tie network could have an
unforeseen influence. To find out for sure a simulation was run to see if having six nodes in the
network would make a difference •
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Figure 4-7: Butterfly network implemented in OPNET"'

The network that was built in OPNET" to test the butterfly topology is shown in Figure 4-7. This
network has the same connectivity as shown in Figure 4-6.
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Figure 4-8: The amount of data sent and received by nodes 5 and 6

The average throughput of the butterfly network stays the same as with the low and high
connectivity bow-tie networks when the same applications and other node configurations are used
to generate data on the network. The amount of network coding done in the network also stays the
same.

4.1.3 Transmission of variable data volumes
The experiments in this section were run in order to see the effect that the amount of data
generated by the applications had on network coding in the standard network.

The FTP application was altered so that different volumes of data were sent over the network for
each simulation. The standard network was used with no changes to it, except for the quantity of
data which the applications generated. A segment of data was sent by the applications every 0.1
seconds, the segment size of the requested data was varied to change the total amount of data sent
in the network. The applications thus attempted to send ten times the requested segment size every
second. The data requested by the applications were increased logarithmically because of the wide
range of data sent that was to be compared. In the first experiment 1k bytes of data was requested
by the applications every 0.1 seconds.
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Figure 4·9: lk bytes per data segment requested by application
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Figure 4·10: lOk bytes per data segment requested by application
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Figure4-ll: lOOk bytes per data segment requested by application

Nodes 4 and 5 should receive the same data because all data sent from the source nodes were
multicast to nodes 4 and 5. Figures 4-9 and 4-10 illustrate that the network lost very little data
because the graphs representing the throughput of nodes 4 and 5 are alike. One can see from Figure
4-11 that data is lost due to interference in the network. In the following figures we present results
that indicate the increasing role of the channel's capacity on network coding opportunities and
throughput from the experiment.
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Figure 4-12: 1M bytes per data segment requested by application
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Figure4-13: 10M bytes per data segment requested by application
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Figure 4·14: lOOM bytes per data segment requested by application

As the applications attempts to send more data in the network, the network becomes increasingly
saturated. In Figures 4-13 and 4-14 the network has become fully saturated, and although the
amount of data requested in Figure 4-14 was ten times that of Figure 4-13, there was no increase in
the number of frames sent. The simulation time in figures 4-13 and 4-14 is less than the others
because the data generated in the simulations are simply too much for the computer running the
simulations to handle. There is not enough data in Figure 4-14 to get a true average- the purpose of
Figure 4-14 is simply to show that the network in Figure 4-13 is satiated.

Segment size of data
sent
by
the
applications. (bytes)
lk
10k
lOOk
1M
10M

Total data requested Average throughput of
per second. (bytes)
node 3. (bits per
second)
10k
9050
lOOk
77796
483574
1M
10M
3991149
8701791
lOOM

Percentage of data
sent that was network
coded.
4.34
2.78
1.48
0.52
3.1

Table 4· 2: The effect of d1 fferent loads on network cod1ng

The network coding decreases as the segment sizes increase, except when the network reaches a
point where it sends the maximum amount of data that can fit on the channel at 54 Mbps (network
is satiated). The reason the network coding decreases when the segment sizes increase. is because
more frames are sent from one server before the other server starts to transmit, and there is more
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data sent before a network coding opportunity occurs. When the network is satiated there is much
more contention on the network and the servers send more frames interchangeably.

4.1.4 802.11gvs. 802.11b
The standard network was once more used for experimentation. Only the physical layer wireless
technology was changed in order to see its effect on network coding. The two mainstream 2.4GHz
Wi-Fi standards, 802.118 and 802.1lb, were compared to see the effect the wireless technology has
on network coding.
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Figure 4-15: 8J2.llg at 1M bps
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Figure 4·17: 802.llg at S.SMpbs
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Figure4-18: 802.11b at 5.5Mbps
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Figure 4·20: 802.llb at 11M bps

Technology used with data speed
802.11g at lMbps
802.11b at 1M bps
802.1lg at 5.5Mbps
802.1lb at 5.5Mbps
802.1lg at llMbps
802.1lb at llMbps

Percentage of data sent that was network coded
6.83
6.88
6.24
4.85
4.4
3.52

Table 4·3: The effect of different wireless technologies on network coding

Using 802.11g results mostly in higher percentages of frames being network coded. For 1M bps the
result is about the same, but for the other data speeds the number of frames being coded is better
for 802.1lg. The servers had to transmit more interchangeably when 802.1lg was used because the
network coding is better for 802.1lg. This means that their transmissions were interrupted more
often. The results imply that the modulations scheme that 802.1lg uses (OFDM) experienced more
interruptions (probably due to interference) than that of 802.1lb (CCK). OFDM is more receptive to
interference because the receivers of 802.llg are more sensitive than those of 802.1lb. This is an
advantage also for most networks, because it causes improved frame detection. So the receivers
being more sensitive is both a advantage and disadvantage. Generally 802.11g is known for
performing better in noisy environments, so its sensitivity is to be considered more of a strength
than a weakness generally. For a noiseless system where interference occurs often, this could lead
to more transmission interrupts, as is probably the cause of 802.11 performing better than 802.1lb
in this experiment.
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4.1.5 TCP and UDP
The purpose of the experiment in this section is to establish the influence of the transport layer on
network coding implemented in the MAC layer. The two most prominent transport layer protocols
used today were tested: TCP and UDP. In this section two experiments were done. Firstly, the two
protocols were compared, and thereafter TCP was evaluated using different buffer lengths.

4.1.5.1 TCP vs. UDP

Once again the standard test network was set up, and all the elements of the network were kept
unchanged, except for the transport layer settings. Simulations were run to see the effects of using
TCP or UDP on network coding.

TCP/UDP setting
TCP with standard receive buffer size
UDP with standard receive buffer size

Percentage of data sent which was coded

2,95%
15,47%

Table 4·4: The effect of TCP and UDP on network coding

From Table 4-4 it can be seen that using UDP is much more favourable for the implementation of
network coding when compared to TCP for the case where the protocols use a standard buffer size.
When TCP is in use, a receiver sends acknowledgement messages to the sender after successfully
receiving a datagram. An example: node 1 is busy transmitting to node 4. The acknowledgement
messages sent from node 4 to node 1 should give an indication to node 5 that the channel is
occupied. In our standard test network node 4 and 5 have connectivity, and therefore node 5 is less
likely to see the channel as open. When UDP is used, no acknowledgement messages are sent from
node 4 to 1. Node 5 will then have no indication that the channel is occupied, and that nodes 2, 3
and 4 are not able to receive and frames because node 1 is busy transmitting (node 1 has
connectivity with nodes 2, 3 and 4, but not with node 5). Node 5 could then start transmitting, which
will cause interference in the network. This is once again an example of the hidden node problem.
When there is a collision on the channel, all nodes have to back off, and the channel is open for any
node to start retransmitting. The more this happens, the more opportunities there are that the
server nodes will send interchangeably. As mentioned before, the more the server nodes send
interchangeably, the more opportunities there are for network coding. This is probably the reason
why UDP performs better than TCP in this experiment. The results in [10] also show that UDP
performs better than TCP for opportunistic network coding.
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4.1.5.2 Varying TCP's receive buffer size
The standard test network was set up, and all the elements of the network were kept unchanged,
except for the transport layer settings. Simulations were run to see the effects of using different
instances of TCP on network coding. The receiving buffer size of TCP was altered to establish if this
would have an influence on the network coding of the network.

TCP settings

Percentage of data sent which was coded

TCP with receive buffer 65536 bytes (Standard size)

2,95%

TCP with receive buffer 32768 bytes

2,95%

TCP with receive buffer 8760 bytes

2,95%

TCP with receive buffer 1000 bytes

42,53%

TCP with receive buffer 100 bytes

23,99%

Table 4-5: The effect of different TCP buffer sizes on network coding

By setting the maximum receive buffer length of TCP to 1000 bytes, the best network coding results
were obtained when compared to any other experiment that was done by us with the extended
node model. This is because a TCP session is terminated if its receive buffer overflows, and the
application has to re-establish a new TCP session. If a TCP session is terminated the channel is open
and another device has a chance to start transmitting. The more sessions are terminated, the more
the channel will be open and there will be a chance that the servers will send interchangeably, and
thus more network coding can take place. If the receive buffer is 100 bytes, it is so small that it is
struggling to send data efficiently. Data has to be retransmitted so often that the network coding
performance is worsened drastically when compared to the simulations using a buffer size of 1000
bytes.

4.1.6 Latency
The standard test network was finally used to see the influence network coding has on the delay of a
network. Two simulations were run, the first without network coding, and the second with network
coding. The centre node (node 3) was set to forward all data without network coding for the first
experiment. In the second simulation, network coding is activated at node 3, and the delay should
be much larger than for a network without network coding because a few frames will have to wait in
a buffer (at both network coding and sink nodes) in order for network coding to take place.
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Figure 4-21: Delay for network without network coding
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Figure 4-22: Delay in network with network coding
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The delay for the network coding network is more than 10 times that of the forwarding or nonnetwork coding network for the throughput of data, and more than 30 times for the request of data.
Since network coding only happens once in this network, the effect can be much worse in a larger
practical network where network coding could happen more than once if network coding is done
opportunistically. Real time data like VOIP or streaming video are especially sensitive to delay, and
since the influence of network coding on the delay of a network is so weighty, it could be a major
drawback for network coding since real time traffic is becoming a larger part of modern networks.

When one compares the throughput of the two experiments, the receiving nodes in network in
which network coding was done, receive about 1% more frames than the receiving nodes from the
forwarding network. One would expect this result because the applications are responsible for
requesting the data from the servers, and the same application was used in both simulations. The
number of requests sent are 21% more for the network coding network, even though the receiving
nodes had no increase in throughput. This is a direct result of the increased delay of the network,
because if the application has to wait too long for a reply, it will send the same request again.

Applying network coding in a network has a profound impact on the delay in the network. This
should always be considered when network coding is to be implemented in a network, because even
though there are increased throughput opportunities to be had by implementing network coding,
some applications are sensitive to delay, and more throughput would not make up for the resulting
increase in delay.

4.2 Conclusion
Chapter 4 presents the results from simulations in which network coding was implemented in the
MAC layer. It was predicted that network coding opportunities would increase when the servers in
our test network send frames more interchangeably to the sink nodes. The results from most of our
simulations supported this prediction, as the network coding increased as the network experienced
more contention or interference. The experiments gave a broad depiction of the behaviour of
network coding in the MAC layer, as well as how other parameters and network settings affected the
network coding performance.

These results show that the greater the data speed of the network, the more data is network coded.
They also show that changing the network topology to one with the same number of network coding
nodes does not have any impact on the network coding. Generally, more data was network coded
when 802.11g was used instead of 802.11b. Using UDP rather than TCP in the network yielded
greater percentages of network coding done in the network, with the maximum percentage 42,53%.
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Lastly, the results show that network coding caused ten times more latency in the network than that
of a network which does not implement network coding.
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